
EMPLOYEE  
ACCELERATOR 
PROGRAM

Strategically designed to 
help employers invest in 
ambitious leaders who  
want to accelerate their 
career, capabilities, and 
networks through unique 
growth opportunities.

YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE STARTS NOW



 Immersing in the Employee Accelerator Program, your top employees will build 
valuable skills in communication, leadership, agility, and innovative problem 

solving. This program provides an enormous edge as you supplement traditional 
career development paths with this diverse development experience. Your 

accelerated employees will become equipped with an innovative set of tools 
to take your company to the next level of corporate social responsibility and 

positively impact the community that you do business in. 

• Transformational development 
opportunity for top employees

• Enhanced high-performance  
company culture

• Increased productivity and business 
performance

• Sharpens hard-to-train skills including 
adaptivity, versatility, and dealing  
with ambiguity

BENEFITS 
TO YOUR 
BOTTOM
LINE

Employees participating in the accelerator program are 
seconded for a 16-18 week period to work on the United Way 
annual campaign. Under the supervision and guidance of 
an Account Manager, they play a crucial role in supporting 
and inspiring more than 1,000 workplace community 
impact campaigns across the region. They will be a key 
resource during campaign, helping to develop strategy, 
deliver presentations, and create public awareness—all while 
training, motivating, and supporting workplace volunteers.

The accelerator program is designed to provide your  
high-potential employees with a hands-on experience to 
amplify their skills in an inspiring and safe environment.  
They will gain exposure to practical tools, strategies, 
and best practices for becoming a high-performing 
leader. Working interactively with other participants and 
organizations, they will develop key skills in the areas of 
innovation, communication, and adaptability—some of the 
most sought-after skills in business today. 

OVERVIEW Innovation and design thinking
• Business Model Canvas 
• Evaluation mindset 
• Tolerance for ambiguity

Communication 
• Executive presentation preparation
• Effective communication skills
• Facilitation training
• Emotional intelligence
• Negotiation and sales tactics

Network building 
• Mentorship opportunities with  

senior leaders
• Access to learning opportunities from 

diverse leaders on current issues
• Network and contact growth through 

a variety of key events and meetings

Social impact
• Understanding of personal impact  

in the community
• Developing knowledge about the 

social issues facing our city



THANK YOU!

United Way of Calgary and Area thanks 
our generous sponsors for supporting 

the Sponsored Employee Program 
during our 2020 campaign.

Pull-up banner used at corporate events 
recognizing last year’s participating companies

By participating in this program, your business will 
receive a variety of brand enhancement opportunities:

Brand recognition via the following: 
• Business cards, email signature, and program signage
• Recognition on United Way’s website
• 2x Twitter highlights welcoming and thanking  

your organization and employee 
• Verbal recognition from participating employees each 

time they present a speech or speaker (approximately  
30 times per year across various workplaces) 

Company recognition & invitations to attend: 
• Campaign Celebration events

Each year, United Way supports over 1,000 
workplace campaigns to improve lives locally.  
We wouldn’t be able to do it without the generous 
support of companies like yours, and individual 
participation in the Employee Accelerator Program.

RECOGNIZING  
YOUR  
CONTRIBUTION



1. Participate in the Employee Accelerator program!  
 
Second an employee to the program for 17 weeks starting August 16, 2021. A seconded 
employee’s salary and benefits continue to be paid by their employer. Day-to-day management 
is the responsibility of United Way.  

2. Provide a cash sponsorship to launch someone else’s career!  
 
Some organizations are unable to identify the appropriate individuals for the Employee 
Accelerator Program, or can’t spare their best and brightest right now. However, your company 
can still play a key role in supporting the community by providing sponsorship funding to 
launch someone else’s career.  
 
A sponsorship of $17,000 will enable United Way to hire a qualified candidate who is eager 
to gain valuable job experience, like a recent graduate, an individual between jobs, or a new 
retiree. Your sponsorship will directly cover the salary and expenses of a hired employee for  
a 5 month term.

For more information on the Employee Accelerator Program, 
please email: 

sponsorship@calgaryunitedway.org

HOW TO GET INVOLVED


